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PUBLIC COMMENT - Council File ( #14-1062) Restoration of the Illegal Vendor Ordinance for
Recreation and Parks

POSITION - SUPPORT FOR CF#14-1062 

August 30, 2014

Dear Chairman O'Farrell and honorable committee members,

I fully support Council File #14-1062 - the Restoration of the Illegal Vendor
Ordinance for Recreation and Parks.

The illegal flower vendors on Forest Lawn Drive have been a plague to
equestrians and hikers who use the trails.  They set up their operation at the east
bound offramp of the 134 freeway, breaking/cutting  through fences at the
Headworks.  They throw flower boxes, plastic trash and water buckets all over
area, not to mention using the area for their toilet as well.  The Headworks
management has done cleanups, and the neighbors have organized work parties
to clean up the trashed areas.  Within a day or so, it's all trashed again.

They are very aggressive in their sales, actually going up the eastbound Forest
Lawn offramp to sell to motorists in their cars.  This backs up the exit traffic all the
way onto the 134 freeway causing rear end collisions.

The vendors are a huge public safety issue.  When they see law enforcement,
they take off running, carrying the flowers.  They have caused many adults and
childresn to be thrown from their horses.  They have thrown rocks at equestrians
on the trail and have also thrown rocks at the Park Rangers trucks, breaking out a
windshield.  When the Law shows up they scatter and hide, only to emerge again
as soon as the Police leave.



I have struggled with this issue for over 10 years, trying to get law enforcement to
be consistent, without success.  Recently, after a rock hurled by one of the
Vendors broke the window on the Ranger truck, there was a concentrated effort to
put some real teeth into enforcement.  It worked well for awhile, but now a whole
new group is back in the same place.

Please help!

Thank you,

LYNN BROWN
Equestrian Trails Inc. Trail Coordinator for Corral 38
L.A. Equine Advisory Committee  Vice President


